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1. Executive Summary
1.1. Cloud Platform Concept
1.1.1. History
SMI began as a result of 10 years of experience working with businesses of all sizes running SaaS applications.
Typically, once data was captured and flowed over structured processes, questions came up such as: ‘What does that data
mean?’, ‘What’s the impact over time?’ and ‘How do I drive insights into my organisation?’
In 2009, the Directors of Cyscom identified a significant global opportunity in the Business Intelligence market, targeted to
consumers, organisations and businesses of all sizes. Importantly, the Directors perceived that with the explosion of data that
needs to be consumed and analyzed, businesses and organisations are badly equipped and in a non-ready condition to meet the
challenge posed by Big Data, to take advantage of fast emerging opportunities and effectively manage risks that can make the
difference between surviving or not.
SMI proceeded then to develop a Business Intelligence platform that runs as a cloud service for businesses to:
•

dramatically improve the way businesses collect, consolidate and analyze data

•

deliver a fast interpretation on business or social data that otherwise consumes considerable time to analyze

•

make for better, informed decisions by sharing discoveries and insights across teams and departments

1.1.2. Innovations
SMI platform’s innovations includes:

1

•

a meta-database management system (DBMS) designed to work in an HPC environment that uses sophisticated ‘virtual
join’ algorithms to automatically create a federated or ‘virtual’ database from multiple data sets (e.g sales data from CRM,
financial data from ERP systems, Twitter streams, website data …) – this to avoid time consuming physical integration and
enable users to store and retrieve data in multiple noncontiguous databases with a single query; further, to execute
calculations across all the data sources on a single command

•

master data management tools for normalizing, cleansing and structuring of data sources including automatically
extracting meta data (e.g. 12-31-2011 is a date type attribute) and validating data for possible errors along with import logs
and warnings

•

its own patented technology on measuring optical recognition and neural processing of information from computer
generated graphics and founded on the scientific principles of image theory will be used to develop and test a new
generation of visual controls especially designed for complex multi-dimensional analysis, thereby dramatically improving
the user’s analytical capabilities at the visual perception level 1

•

design and development of a high concurrency, high scalable data processing architecture that increases the normal
processing speed of a CPU by up to 240X2 by utilizing a patented FPGA architecture invented by an SMI project
member3. The hardware-software co-design will enable massive parallelism by dramatically increasing the memory
bandwidth of multi core processor cluster arrays that are in constant need of more compute power with applications
involving statistical modeling4. Coupled with the HPC software architecture developed, the design will deliver with high
efficiency on the very different types of possible analytical models deployed, thereby eliminating the need to re-configure
software code for each type of model. The acceleration offered by the FPGA architecture will enable the use of algorithms
that are computationally more complex and thus provide more accurate modeling and results5, and most importantly will
enable a disruptive low cost, SaaS price model on big data related analytics.

•

a collaborative R& D environment for developers and researchers to develop and share analytical models with individuals,
groups or make publicly available, along with datasets and results; further to test and evaluate the performance and
accuracy of their predictive models

•

a library of ready to use and customizable mathematical and forecasting models to predict trends via a variety of
regression and time series analysis techniques (e.g. simple and weighted moving averages, exponential smoothing and
multiplicative seasonal indexes)

Paul Couture, U.S. Patent No. 6,540,355; Issued: April 1, 2003

2

http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf, page 7, table 4,
3
Dr. Brian von Herzen work and patents with FPGA technologies is in the design and development of commercial products utilizing FPGA’s having high performance
requirements, including high-performance memory controllers, state machines, and memory-based recording logic analyzers – view CV of Brian von Herzen
4
http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf, page 2
5
http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf page 13
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•

continuous, real time analytics enabled by low latency Stream Query Processing techniques; with on-the-fly databasestyle query processing of data as they arrive in the system (in contrast to the store-first, query-later approach followed by
traditional database systems), analytics from live data streams will be generated in seconds, thereby delivering real time
analytics in areas such as financial trading, ecommerce and advertising targeted to consumer interests

•

push-intelligence messaging and events orchestration that are automatically triggered with data changes and new
calculated results (as opposed to having user ‘sifting’ through his data to discover insights); this enabled by real-time
workflow that detects insights based on conditional rules and automatically distributes user-relevant analytical results
based on areas of responsibility (e.g. regional sales manager receives insight based on stores in his region)

•

a full feature App marketplace for Business Intelligence, with tools for developers to build, package and publish their BI
apps on a SaaS licensing model and where business users can try and subscribe to apps (e.g. Salesforce.com App
Exchange for CRM)

From a technical and business perspective, the value of the SMI platform is that it runs as a ‘self-service’ analytical cloud to meet
the analytics needs of line of business managers, whereas traditional BI products are architecturally designed for IT departments to
produce, often times creating bottlenecks and delays in producing analytics for operational teams.

1.1.3. Relevant Scientific Theories
Data Visualisation
As described in Dr Marc Green’s review of scientific theories regarding multi-dimensional data visualization as developed by
renowned scientists such as Bertin and Hamming, “a true science of data visualizations requires both a theory of perception and of
computer graphics. However, visualization designers have paid relatively little attention to perceptual issues”.
The commonly used static, tabular approach runs counter to fundamental patterns of optical recognition and neural information
processing: our brains have limits in the way it can process multi-dimension data in order to recognize data patterns, making it near
impossible to analyze complex relationships when data is represented in tables and in 2-dimensional, non-interactive charts.
As a result, the true value of business intelligence is often lost as enterprises and organisations struggle to communicate
complicated concepts in order to empower more stakeholders
Statistical Modeling
SMI’s modeling fits into scientific theories of computational and statistical learning theory: ‘a model generation process can be
viewed as selecting a ‘best’ possible model, from a given family of models, i.e., functions that map input feature space to the target
variable. A model is best if it optimizes the error rate or more generally a loss function defined over the example space and the
predicted output. Computational learning theory is concerned with the complexity of such a process, but more focused on finding
when the process can be efficient.’ 6
Statistical learning theory has its origin in the work of Vapnik and Chervonenk who developed a mathematical basis for comparing
models of different forms. The theory focuses on finite sample statistics in the process of determining what is the best among the
given set of models in fitting the data. In classical statistics approach, it is assumed that the correct model is known and the focus is
on the parameter estimation. However, statistical learning theory focuses on estimating relative performance of competing models
so that the best can be selected.
FPGA architecture for HPC
The last few years have seen a move towards cluster computing as an answer to rising performance demands. Now, however,
cluster systems based solely on conventional processors are running out of room to grow. Adding field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) coprocessors to these systems will boost application performance while simultaneously reducing power consumption and
the total cost of ownership.
`In 2010, Xilinx Inc introduced the first All Programable System on a Chip branded Zynq™-7000 that fused features of an ARM
high-end microcontroller (hard-core implementations of a 32-bit processor, memory, and I/O) with an FPGA fabric to make FPGAs
easier for embedded designers to use. By incorporating the ARM processor-based platform into a 28 nm FPGA family, the
extensible processing platform enables system architects and embedded software developers to apply a combination of serial and
parallel processing to address the challenges they face in designing today's embedded systems, which must meet ever-growing
demands to perform highly complex functions. By allowing them to design in a familiar ARM environment, embedded designers
benefit from multiple advantages including: decreased time-to-market, significantly reduced power, reduced BOM (bill of materials)
cost, etc. These are among many advantages of an All Programmable FPGA platform compared to more traditional design cycles
associated with ASICs’ 7
Xilinx claims that by using its FPGA modules an increase in a typical processor speed of up to 240X on real-world applications that
illustrate the realizable gains obtained with FPGAs 8

6 Se June Hong, Sholom M. Weiss, Modeling Theory, read here section 3.1 page 58
7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-programmable_gate_array see Modern Developments
8
http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf page 7
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1.1.4. Scientific References
Data Visualisation
As Dr. Green further reports, the power of computers to collect, store and manipulate numbers has increased dramatically;
however, much of this increased power, is wasted because humans are poor at gaining insight from data presented in numerical
form. As a result, visualization research takes on great significance, offering a promising technology for transforming an indigestible
mass of numbers into a medium which humans can understand, interpret and explore. 9
Typically, data is presented in a table or chart where rows and columns are intrinsically unordered that conceals patterns, rather
than revealing them. One of Bertin's graphical methods consists simply permuting the rows and columns to group similar rows and
columns together. The essence of the approach is to reveal patterns that are unknown as opposed to complex clustering algorithms
that rely on known or partially understood dependencies.
Statistical Modeling
Hong and Weiss provide evidence that combining multiple models of the same or different types improves modeling accuracy.
These methods, such as bagging (Breiman, 1996) and boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1996), have taken different approaches to
achieve maximized modeling performance: ‘researchers have observed that predictive performance often can be improved by
inducing multiple solutions of the same type, for example multiple decision trees. These models are generated by sampling from
the same data. The final answer on a new case is determined by giving a vote to each of the multiple decision trees, and picking
the answer with the most votes’ 10.
FPGA architecture for HPC
Any solution to boosting HPC applications must cover a wide spectrum, with widely differing computational needs. Business data
mining and genome sequencing, for example, process large amounts of structured data using string-matching, logical
testing and numerical aggregation operations. On the other hand, medical imaging, scientific visualization, and computational
chemistry involve operations like coordinate mapping, mathematical transformations, and filtering. Each of these applications
demands a particular combination of mathematical and logical operators, coupled with efficient memory access. 11
FPGAs accelerate HPC applications by their ability to exploit the parallelism inherent in the parallelization algorithms employed. Its
most important benefit is to provide high concurrency when models need to be tested by processing the data over hundreds of
simulations in order to obtain accuracy, as the later is directly proportional to the number of simulations that are run 12
distributed memory and relatively large FPGAs arranged in a uniform torus configuration, the PARTS engine has attained over 2.3
billion RISC-equivalent operations per second, and memory bandwidth of 500 MB/sec. With improved bus performance, the
PARTS architecture is expected to achieve over 10 billion RISC-equivalent instructions and 2 GB/sec of memory access. The
PARTS engine can attain I/O bandwidth of 2 GB/sec over external connectors.’ 13

3

Dr. Mark Green http://graphics.stanford.edu/courses/cs448b-06-winter/papers/Green_Towards.pdf
10 Se June Hong, Sholom M. Weiss, Modeling Theory, section 3.2 page 59
11
http://www.xtremedatainc.com/pdf/FPGA_Acceleration_in_HPC.pdf page 2
12
http://www.xtremedatainc.com/pdf/FPGA_Acceleration_in_HPC.pdf page 4
13
http://www.cyscom.com/downloads/stereoVis-1.pdf, page 1 and 2
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2. Technology and Product
2.1. Current Trends
Problems in delivering BI
1. IT is frequently a bottleneck in delivering actionable information: traditional Business Intelligence tools are not quickly
enough adaptable enough to meet current demands, mainly due to the fact that implementations have been IT driven. As
Corbus reports, ‘given today's market dynamics and the explosion in the amount and type of data, businesses have a
need for timely data analysis from a myriad of sources including the web, cloud based services and social media. This has
left business users clamoring for new tools that provide the flexibility and ease of use to quickly analyze data from various
sources, understand trends, collaborate and share with colleagues, partners or customers, etc. standard in place.’ 14
2.

Tabular views and graphic imagery of multi-dimensional data fails to provide insight: computer scientists who describe
new software for mapping data to images ignore the mapping from images to perception. They offer neither a coherent
rationale for the creation of a particular visualization nor any empirical validation. Visualization research, like most areas of
computer graphics, has focused largely on image formalisms and has ignored issues relating to visualization and
perception (Greenberg, 1988; Blake, 1990; Pun and Blake, 1990) 15

3.

R&D across disciplines is held back by the of lack collaboration in developing and testing analytical models: ‘Analytical
Modeling has been traditionally silo’ed – for instance, models are not typically shared across product teams, projects, or
product families. Yet new technologies could provide the economical storage and processing power to make it possible to
analyze and compare the utilization and reliability of different models for different scenarios – with the possible result being
meta models that provide frameworks for optimizing model development and parameters with specific scenarios. All this is
highly data-intensive. 16

SMI Solution Approach
1. Self-discovery approach: as Corbus reports, ‘ …this is where Data Discovery platforms come in. These new BI platforms
incorporate visualization or search based tools that provide highly interactive and graphical user interfaces often coupled
with in-memory architectures providing as yet unmatched ease of use and rapid deployment. The business need is so
compelling that business users are going ahead and procuring these tools at the departmental level with or without an
Enterprise BI’ 17
2.

Neural processing approach to data visualisation: scientists such Dr. Marc Green of Stanford University reports,
‘…visualization research takes on great significance, offering a promising technology for transforming an indigestible mass
of numbers into a medium which humans can understand, interpret and explore.“ 18

3.

R&D collaboration on analytical modeling and experimentation: analytical modeling workspaces where developers and
researchers collaborate to build and share analytical models, test assumptions and view results on live data repositories
and further evolve their models as new events and data come into the picture. These special R&D workspaces or ‘Data
Sandboxes’ is where analytics professionals manipulate and experiment with data sets by applying analytical models—in
a controlled and managed environment 19.

4.

FPGA acceleration design: the FPGA hardware/software co-design approach will make enable processor speeds to be
exponentially greater on complex models that demand a high level of computing power, which in turn optimizes the
accuracy of the calculation results. Xilinx estimates the FPGA processor speed for various HPC applications can be
increased by up to 240X, making an enormous difference on the SMI user experience and benefits for developers,
researchers and analysts who want to take advantage of the tools and computing platform to develops apps that involve
complex models. 20

Publications
1. Frits H. Post, Gregory M. Nielson and Georges-Pierre Bonneau (2002). Data Visualization: The State of the Art.
http://visualisation.tudelft.nl/publications/post2003b.pdf
2.

Stephen Few (2009) Fundamental Differences in Analytical Tools - Exploratory, Custom, or Customizable.
http://www.perceptualedge.com/articles/visual_business_intelligence/differences_in_analytical_tools.pdf

14

Cobus http://corbusllc.wordpress.com/2011/12/02/trends-in-bi-data-discovery-vs-traditional-bi-tools /
http://graphics.stanford.edu/courses/cs448b-06-winter/papers/Green_Towards.pdf
page 2
http://www.onstrategies.com/blog/2012/04/16/big-data-and-the-product-lifecycle/
17
Cobus http://corbusllc.wordpress.com/2011/12/02/trends-in-bi-data-discovery-vs-traditional-bi-tools /
18http://graphics.stanford.edu/courses/cs448b-06-winter/papers/Green_Towards.pdf
page 2
19
BI trends and stragegies, TechCrunch
20
http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf, page 7
15
16
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3.

Mike Kellen - The analysis and interpretation of scientific data remain largely an individual activity limited by the bandwidth
of an individual scientist http://sagebase.org/research/downloads/Synapse-Vision-Document.pdf

4.

Brain von Herzen ‘The Programmable And Reconfigurable Tool Set (‘PARTS’) engine brings together several critical
requirements for high-performance computations: high computational density, high memory bandwidth, and high I/O
bandwidth. Arranged in a regular partial torus, computations can be easily relocated to any site in the array. This flexibility
makes it easy to mix and match varied computations across the array. Using the locally distributed memory and relatively
large FPGAs arranged in a uniform torus configuration, the PARTS engine has attained over 2.3 billion RISC-equivalent
operations per second, and memory bandwidth of 500 MB/sec. With improved bus performance, the PARTS architecture
is expected to achieve over 10 billion RISC-equivalent instructions and 2 GB/sec of memory access. The PARTS engine
can attain I/O bandwidth of 2 GB/sec over external connectors.’ 21

Scientific Trends
1. ‘Data Visualisation is the broader study of the visual representation of data and how to
best convey the insights found within datasets. Organizations are enabling their
employees like they never could before to analyze data, create their own interactive
dashboards, and convey those findings quickly and easily through visual mediums. The
tools have enabled this trend by allowing easy connections to databases and best-fit
charting recommendations’. 22
2.

As Dr. Green points out ‘the transformation from numbers to insight requires two stages.
As shown below, the first maps from numbers (data/processes) to images by means of
some algorithmic technique. The second maps from images to insight by means of
perception.’
A true science of visualization must incorporate both a formal theory of computer
graphics and a theory of human perception

3.

Data sandboxes help analysts dig deep into corporate info: giving analytics
professionals control of small amounts of space in data warehouses lets them
manipulate and experiment with data sets—in a controlled and managed environment 23.

4.

FPGA architecture for HPC
Any solution to boosting HPC applications must cover a wide spectrum, with widely differing computational needs.
Business data mining and genome sequencing, for example, process large amounts of structured data using stringmatching, logical testing and numerical aggregation operations. On the other hand, medical imaging, scientific
visualization, and computational chemistry involve operations like coordinate mapping, mathematical transformations, and
filtering. Each of these applications demands a particular combination of mathematical and logical operators, coupled with
efficient memory access. 24
FPGAs accelerate HPC applications by their ability to exploit the parallelism inherent in the parallelization algorithms
employed. Its most important benefit is to provide high concurrency when models need to be tested by processing the
data over hundreds of simulations in order to obtain accuracy, as the later is directly proportional to the number of
simulations that are run 25

Research Activity
1. The Institute for Visualization and Perception Research (IVPR) is an interdisciplinary group whose research and contract
activities focus on the development of tools, systems, displays and interactive techniques that enable individuals and
groups to explore collaborative data sets by visual and other perceptual means.
http://www.uml.edu/centers/ivpr/
2.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) could be seen as information processing systems taking advantage from learning and
generalization capabilities, making these techniques and the issued systems adaptive. Especially, as a result of their
adaptability, ANN represent powerful solutions for image processing, pattern recognition and related problems which
became during the last decades central points of an ever-increasing range of real-world and industrial applications.
http://lissi.univ-paris12.fr/membres/kuroshmadani.htm

3.

Synapse is different from, and complementary to, other ongoing efforts. It is distinct from the data warehouses (e.g. NCBI,
EBI) in that it goes beyond the repository database model to incentivize the creation of active community-based analysis
and modeling groups. http://sagebase.org/research/Synapse1.php

21

http://www.cyscom.com/downloads/stereoVis-1.pdf, page 1 and 2
http://blog.slalom.com/2012/07/20/the-hype-around-data-visualization/
23
BI trends and stragegies, TechCrunch
24
http://www.xtremedatainc.com/pdf/FPGA_Acceleration_in_HPC.pdf page 2
25
http://www.xtremedatainc.com/pdf/FPGA_Acceleration_in_HPC.pdf page 4
22
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Open FPGA comprises a consortium of organizations aiming to foster and accelerate the incorporation of reconfigurable
computing technology in high-performance and enterprise applicationsOpenFPGA comprises a consortium of organiz
http://www.openfpga.org

Intellectual Property
1. Bill Gates, personal data mining: a computing model/architecture that utilizes thin clients and robust computing resources
that are maintained off-premise (e.g., third party) and are accessible over a WAN such as the Internet.
http://jamie.workingagenda.com/blog/2011/06/28/886/
2.

P. Couture software for calculating a visual efficiency and productivity base 26

3.

Predictive modeling of consumer financial behavior is provided by application of consumer transaction data to predictive
models associated with merchant segments. http://www.google.com/patents/US6430539

4.

Brian von Herzen, data processing system and method http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nphParser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearchbool.html&r=2&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=herzen.INNM.&OS=IN/herzen&RS=IN/herzen

2.2. Technology and Product Innovation
2.2.1. How SMI solves key technical problems in delivering BI
The SMI product is a robust and comprehensive Business Intelligence (BI) platform that runs in the cloud and realizes the concept
of ‘self-service’ analytics for big data.
SMI enables developers (programmers, analysts and researchers) to build and publish ready-to-use BI applications to a front-end
App marketplace, where business users can subscribe to them on a pay-by-subscription, cloud service model (SaaS).
Developers (programmers, analysts, researchers) are provided with a set of development tools and a visual development
environment for creating BI applications, without coding by using wizard based components and a graphical assembly process. The
development environment will support data management and integration services, the building of statistical and predictive analytical
models, workflow rules that trigger and track events or tasks for users based on data related conditions, creating dashboards with
interactive data visualisation controls and more.
The development environment will support big data analytical processing with a High Performance Computing (HPC) architecture
that utilizes a Hardware/Software co-design technique. The co-design uses Field Programmable Gate Arrays FPGA’s to partition
the BI application logic into the embedded processors and the customized hardware modules. Software libraries acting as logic
blocks will make computationally demanding functions easy to be implement and programmable at run-time, resulting in a
dramatically increased processor memory bandwidth and concurrency.
The co-design architecture will handle large and demanding data processing tasks involving mathematical operations such as
predictive models and data mining tasks, for example in cases such as data segmentation (e.g. consumer profiling), sales
forecasting, genetic risk analysis, fraud detection and financial market volatility analysis.

26
P. Couture, U.S. Patent No. 6,540,355; Issued: April 1, 2003 Paul Couture, U.S. Patent No. 6,540,355; Issued: April 1, 2003:software for calculating a visual
efficiency and productivity base to measure (1) exhaustion in mechanisms of primary organization of a signal (refraction, accommodation, and converging devices); (2)
exhaustion in reception mechanisms (processes proceeding in the retina shell); (3) exhaustion in structures of the primary analyzer (processing of signals of the retina);
and (4) exhaustion in mechanisms of the central analyser.
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Business users who subscribe and deploy apps will be able to upload their data sources via ready connectors and process their
data over a high performance computing environment designed for big data analytical processing. Users will be able to discover
information via interactive data visualization controls and workflow generated alerts on conditions that they need to pay attention to,
allowing managers to focus on making accurate timely decisions instead of spending valuable time sifting through data. With further
capabilities to customize dashboards, workflow rules and set up collaboration processes, users can share analytics and insights
with teams, customers and suppliers on portal workspaces with access permissions or by embedding into other applications.
Insight from complex, multi-dimensional data
In the case of multi-dimensional data, scientists studying image theory and perception have observed that the typical human’s
capacity for neural processing is limited to 2 dimensions as displayed on an image (e.g. data points displayed on a chart’s X and Y
axis). When introducing a 3rd dimension such as the shape of the data point (e.g. square, circle, diamond etc), the ability to
process information begins to become difficult and time consuming, requiring high levels of concentration.
In order to make the neural processing of information faster and more accurate when analyzing multi-dimensional data, SMI will
utilize its own patented technology for optimizing the neural processing and recognition of data from computer generated graphics .
The technology’s patented algorithms for measuring time of neural processing will be used to develop a new generation of visual
controls that are specially designed for conducting multi-dimensional analysis. With 1 multi-dimensional visual control (the ‘Reorderable matrix’) already developed and tested, SMI’s innovative visualization technologies will make its easy for user’s to get fast
insight out of high density, complex data sets.
Collaborative BI workspaces for R&D
As part of the project plan, SMI will enable users to create analytical models and share them with a group of collaborators who are
invited to participate. This represents a truly unique feature which experts in the BI area are now openly discussing as an answer to
grand computation challenges for some of society's most perplexing problems in finance, medicine and the environment.
Developers (programmers, analysts, researchers) will be provided with a set of development tools and a visual development
environment (‘sandboxes’) for creating BI applications, without coding by using wizard based components and a graphical
assembly process.
The development environment will support data management and integration services, the building of statistical and predictive
analytical models, workflow rules that trigger and track events or tasks for users based on data related conditions, creating
Filename: SMI
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dashboards with interactive data visualisation controls and more. It will additionally provide for user role based permissions and
granular rights access permissions, application versioning, workflow, integrated communication tools to share information across
networks and project management tools for managing milestones, tasks, events, timesheets, budget costs (labor and materials)
and more.

2.2.2. Technology Components
The area of technology development will focus on the key areas of:


collaborative workspaces with analytical templates, data sources and
dashboards that can be packaged as a BI app



interactive visual controls for fast exploration and discovery of data patterns



data management which enables a Data Repository of cleansed and
normalized data sources



an analytical processing engine for big data modeling and calculations

Taken together, they constitute the essential requirements for a cloud based BI
platform that can deliver BI apps and solutions to businesses.

Collaborative Development Workspaces
The development environment is the Developer Edition workspaces where
developers (researchers, analysts, programmers) with collaborative tools to build, deploy and test their applications.
The developer environment will additionally provide for:
•

tools to build, deploy and test statistical models on live data sets, as well as using available ready analytical models from
an open library

•

a master data management and meta-database management system (DBMS) with ‘virtual join’ algorithms to quickly
merge multiple data sets and execute calculations

•

a high speed data, parallel processing data engine for testing large data sets that require complex analytical processing

•

user role based permissions and granular rights access permissions for reading and writing backing data, application
versioning, workflow, integrated communication channels, project management tools and more

By using the Developer Edition, developers can build and package an app by building and assembling components, that may
include:
•

Web services connectors that connect data sources to analytical templates and dashboards

•

A meta data database with pre-built maps for auto integrating and validating incoming data sources

•

Analytical templates that process and calculate data by applying scripts, expressions and formulas

•

Configured dashboards with an analytical template, charts, filter controls and tables to render the analytics

•

Workflow alerts and actions that trigger events based on changes in a user’s data

After having tested the app on the Developer Edition workspace and it is ready to be published, the developer runs through a
wizard for specifying:
•

Marketing, user instructions and publisher information

•

Description of the database and meta data fields (in case additional data has to be manually uploaded)

•

Prices and price types (e.g. $10 per user/month)

•

Dashboards that will connect to user’s data and analyze the data

•

Live demos that can be publicly and tested by potential customers

As a sample use case, a Developer who aims to produce an App for Sales-Demand Forecasting for QuickBooks (largest SMB
accounting system in the US market), would proceed as follows
•

After taking the Developer Edition, he writes a web services connector to QB objects (e.g. customer list, invoices, product
list) and its related data columns (e.g. customer name, address, city etc)

•

Creates a metadata database with mapping rules that will upload the QB data columns into a dashboard

Filename: SMI
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•

Adds new columns that are calculated from scripts and formulas the developer writes (i.e. his own statistical model) or
from a model the developer takes from the SMI library (e.g. an auto regression model using Box-Jenkins algorithms for
forecasting product sales)

•

Assembles a dashboard(s) by selecting the QB web service, required charts and tables that are configured to work with
specified data columns and with visual control settings

•

Builds as many dashboard as required to provide the solution required (e.g. for Price Elasticity, for Sales Volume analysis,
for Demand planning etc)

•

Tests the dashboards extracts and uploads the QB data to dashboard (after user logs in to his QB account) and accurately
processes and calculates the data

•

Proceeds to the packaging and publishing wizard to make the app available to QB users on the SMI marketplace

Predictive models
Revealing patterns in apparent random data is achieved by employing data clustering 27 algorithms and parameters that are
industry specific, this due to the fact that different types of businesses have different types of data, analytical needs and ways to
measure performance.
Here are a few examples of the packaged predictive models that SMI will apply to industries:
•
Retail food supermarkets need to cluster customer sales transactions data (baskets) based on the Recency-FrequencyValue (RFV) of baskets purchased and by a variety of dimensions
such as time, categories/products, location and demographics – with
the result that customers are clustered into groups (segments) and
buying habits can be predicted by using time series modeling
•

Banks need to cluster customers transactions behavior based on
Amount-Account type-Frequency of transactions by a variety of
dimensions such as time, account turnover, financial products and
points of transaction (branch, ATM, online) – with the result that
customer account performance can be predicted by linear regression
modeling and influenced via CRM processes

•

Cancer researchers need to cluster the expression of cancer cells by
Pathology results, Genetic/SNP analysis and Disease history of
patients in order to conduct multivariate analysis across hundreds of
dimensions – with the result that disease risk can be predicted via
survival analysis models and drug trials can be more effectively targeted to patterns of disease expression

As opposed to traditional modeling techniques that go through a lengthy R&D to programming cycle, SMI will present the ready-touse models (analytical packages) with ‘click to edit’ capabilities and without any need for programming. This enables an ‘iterative
process of knowledge discovery’ which is outside the capabilities of is current IT driven BI systems.
The resulting advantages of the editable predictive models are:
•
Fast adaptation of the model to new and time critical variables and parameters (e.g. changes in consumer opinion towards
a set of products, newly released economic index data, news events such as a regional conflict that disrupts supply…)
•

Discovery based evolution of the model by on-going testing of the underlying assumptions against actual results (e.g. the
weighted basis of consumer sentiment on Twitter to company X and its stock price movement)

•

Continuous refinement and improvement process by allowing collaborators to edit and share models amongst each other

Forecasting models
Forecasting models are especially useful for use cases such as planning customer demand, economic trends analysis and supply
chain management, budgeting and cash flow analysis. A simple example is the NEST thermostat sold in Apple stores which tracks
household movement patterns in rooms and automatically adjusts room temperatures based on the forecasted usage of a specific
room, thereby saving on energy costs.
SMI will offer a number of packaged forecasting models that compute relationships between dependent and independent variables
and in a variety of scenarios such as discrete or continuous (e.g. moving average, weighted moving average, exponential

27 Cluster analysis can be achieved by various algorithms that differ significantly in their notion of what constitutes a cluster and how to efficiently find them. (e.g. groups
with low distances among the cluster members, dense areas of the data space, intervals or particular statistical distributions.).The appropriate clustering algorithm and
parameter settings depend on the individual data set and intended use of the results. Cluster analysis as such is not an automatic task, but an iterative process of
knowledge discovery or interactive multi-objective optimization that involves trial and failure read more
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smoothing, autoregressive moving average (ARMA), autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), extrapolation, linear
prediction, trend estimation, growth curve)
The unique differentiating factor to other forecasting software is that a user can:
•
Change the forecasting model assumptions by specifying a number of what-if scenarios
•

Introduce (without programming) multiple potential dependent and independent variables such as time, product, sales,
weather, energy costs etc.) in order to interact with new results

•

Conduct various simulation exercises by writing what-if data back to the server, allowing to measure new forecasted data
against variations with actual data

Using Analytical Models
An innovative side of the SMI BI application is presenting ordinary users with a library of re-usable analytical models (templates)
that can be applied to the user's data, thereby eliminating the need for complex and sophisticated programming that can introduce
instability or poor performance in case the programmer doesn't write his code properly.
The innovation is centered on prepackaged models:
•

mathematical models packaged with specially designed algorithms that cluster data into patterns (for revealing
undetected dependencies) and predict trends via a variety of regression and time series analysis techniques (e.g. logistic
regression, multinomial logit and probit models)

•

forecasting models that estimate future demands as a function of past historical data, such as last period demand, simple
and weighted moving averages (N-Period), simple exponential smoothing and multiplicative seasonal indexes

A simple example (with screenshots) below illustrates the process:
Use Case
User is a retail supermarket chain needs to analyze retail basket sales data (image ‘Step1’) and measure the data against customer
groupings based on an algorithm that stratifies customers into groups such as Premium, Standard, Low, Uncommited, Lapsed and
Gone Away
Process
User selects a template for Retail Sales Analysis and uploads his data where the template algorithms process and execute the
calculations across multiple CPUs as required by the load factor (image ‘Step2’).
Specialized algorithms in the template group customers by the Recency (last date of purchase), Frequency (number of monthly
purchases) and Value of spend across categories and individual products – ‘RFV’ segmentation is a common approach to grouping
customers for a Retail business e.g. RFV grouping parameters: Premium RFV = last spend 1 week, 4 times per month, value range
1000 – 5000 roubles
Results
Processed results are rendered on the user's dashboard where user can interact quickly with the summarized results, as all
calculations have already been processed
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Example screen shots
Step 1: Raw basket data is imported and parsed and clustered by RFV algorithm

Step 2: Data is clustered into 5 Groups according to RFV parameters

Department
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products
Bakery
Products

Category
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial
Bread
Commercial

Sales
Total

Sub-Category
Com Tarts And
Shells
Comm Bagels
Comm Bread
Varieties
Comm Cinn
Buns&rolls
Comm Deli Styl
Bread
Comm Donuts
Cookies
Comm Jelly
Rolls
Comm Loaf
Cakes
Comm Other
Sweets
Comm Pound
Cakes
Comm Rolls
Comm
Seasonal Cakes
Comm Snack
Pastry

Premium

Standard

Low

Uncommited

Lapsed

1619.36
37220.6
9

855.05

457.19

195.44

94.23

17.45

21492.25

9854.83

4088.47

1563.55

221.59

7341.67

3751.15

2179.32

1000.75

374.98

35.47

222.05

121.64

61.91

29.52

8.98

0

4820.16

2279.67

1412.46

677.52

357.4

93.11

176.25

78.45

49.86

29.03

13.37

5.54

6.98

3.49

3.49

0

0

0

88.7

38.76

17.94

28.81

3.19

0

305.82

169.57

66.83

46.88

18.55

3.99

179.64
155159.
03

73.87

86.63

9.57

9.57

0

83570.58

42307.97

19728.46

8633.28

918.74

35.96

28.97

17.98

0

0

39114.65

23659.82

10788.19

4192.02

579.13

82.91
78333.8
1
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Step 3: Processed (summarized) data is rendered on dashboard

Editing Templates
A highly innovative function is the ability for a user on a live dashboard to edit the script parameters to re-process his data in a fast
manner, this in order to change or test new sets of assumptions.
•

If script parameters are not suitable for the user's type of business (e.g. the parameters are written for a large supermarket
chain and user is boutique specialty chain), user can open an editor on the dashboard to change any of the parameter
ranges and re-calculate the data (e.g. Premium RFV = last spend 2 weeks ago, 2 times per month, value range 500 –
1000 roubles)

•

User repeats the Edit Parameters function till his RFV groups are logical for his business and then saves the new
parameters to be automatically used for future data updates

Key innovations
•

Library of analytical templates that are programmed for parallel processing and available for users to choose from and use
by simply importing data.

•

Analytical templates: advanced algorithm and calculations for partitioning and revealing data patterns, creating forecasts
and executing multivariate analysis

•

'What-if' analytical scenarios by editing Template Parameters function directly on live dashboards
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•

The result and benefit is to remove the need for difficult programming and provide easy to use tools for everyday users,
managers and analysts to create complex analytical models.

•

The Developer Edition which allows to create an app by packaging up data connectors, analytical templates, preconfigured dashboards and workflow

•

The ability to invite other developers for collaborative R&D of application components, with application versioning and
testing prior to release

•

Packaging and publishing features that are wizard based and easy to update or publish new releases

Data Processing
There are 3 key areas of data processing that make a cloud BI solution possible:
1.

Data aggregation: aggregating and merging multiple data sets into a single repository

2.

Data normalization: cleansing, validating and normalizing data sources into a standardized structure

3.

Data calculations: speed for performing calculations and rendering back results on the user’s web page

SMI accomplishes this by virtue of:
•

highly sophisticated ‘virtual join’ algorithm that merge multiple data sets (e.g sales data from CRM, Twitter data feeds,
consumer survey…) and further execute calculations across all the data sources

•

development of a high speed data processing engine that executes complex analytical queries and renders results back to
user in seconds on millions of records (see Appendix 1, SMI test results)

•

research and development of an FPGA based acceleration design that will create massive parallelism by dramatically
increasing the memory bandwidth of multi core processor cluster arrays. Coupled with the HPC software architecture
developed, the design will deliver with high efficiency on the very different types of possible models deployed, thereby
eliminating the need to re-configure software code for each type of model. Having this type of computing power available
along with BI software tools, will be an important advantage in attracting developers, analysts and researchers to build
their apps on the SMI platform.

•

continuous, real time analytics enabled by low latency Stream Query Processing techniques; with on-the-fly databasestyle query processing of data as they arrive in the system

The key innovations in data processing are the algorithms that extract meta data from data sources including from web pages in
near real time, maps data sets via key identifying attributes and further executes merging and calculative operations.

Analytical Processing Design & Architecture
Achieving HPC by increasing the number of processor cores in a single package offers increased node performance at somewhat
lower power dissipation than that of an equivalent number of single-core processors. But the multicore approach does not
address the memory bottlenecks inherent in the packaging. 28
An alternative uses FPGA-based coprocessors to accelerate the execution of key steps in the application software. The approach
is similar to the idea of coding an inner loop of a C++ application in assembly language to increase overall execution speed.
Multi-core CPUs or specialized processor solutions such as graphics processing units (GPUs) are limited by their word-at-a-time
instruction sets to the finite instructions anticipated by the processor designers. The FPGA approach however, enables custom
instruction sets and concurrent processing of multiple words, enabling speedups in a single chip of two orders of magnitude relative
to single cores. These custom instruction sets are reconfigurable and can be optimized under software control to meet the
particular requirements of each HPC application. This allows one software-hardware solution to address many HPC applications
with high efficiency.
SMI software will create its own libraries to process complex, big data calculations over a grid of processors, by breaking down the
calculations into discrete parts that are solved concurrently and further broken down into a series of instructions that get executed
concurrently on different CPUs.

28

http://www.xtremedatainc.com/pdf/FPGA_Acceleration_in_HPC.pdf page 7
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Distributed Memory / Message
Passing Model

This model demonstrates the following characteristics:
•

A set of tasks that use in memory processing on a single server where multiple tasks can reside on the same physical
machine or distributed across an arbitrary number of machines.

•

Tasks exchange data through communications by sending and receiving messages.

•

Data transfer usually requires cooperative operations to be performed by each process. For example, a send operation
must have a matching receive operation.

From a programming perspective, message passing implementations usually comprise a library of subroutines. Calls to these
subroutines are embedded in source code. The programmer is responsible for determining all parallelism in the scripts he writes
and when they are tested and accepted by SMI are saved as an analytical processing template into a library that an everyday user
can choose from.
HPC Processing
Analytical data processing on a dashboard involves two different stages:
1.

Analytical data processing;

2.

Data processing for visualization

Parallel data processing can be applied on both stages:
•

On Stage 1, the data processing is defined by providing a specially designed SQL scripts which take a number of data
tables as an input and produce a number of summarized data tables as a result. SQL scripts for Stage 1 processing can
be of any complexity and are developed by 3rd party developers.

•

On Stage 2, there is a number of known data processing requests which are generated by visualization modules
(dashboards) mostly including requests for data aggregation to be visualized in charts, maps and pivot tables.

For the purpose of parallel processing a data processing farm consisting of a number of computer nodes running RDBMS (SQL
Server or in-memory RDBMS) software is deployed.
In case of Stage 2 processing, the source dashboard data is horizontally partitioned over a number of farm nodes and data
visualization queries are always designed in a way to allow execution on partitioned data which allows to implement parallel
processing in 100% of cases.
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In case of Stage 1 processing, when processing
is defined by custom SQL scripts and on specific
processing algorithm implemented, each farm
node gets its own copy of data for processing or
data that is horizontally partitioned over the
nodes. To allow parallel processing the
processing SQL script is specially designed with
metadata provided by business analysts to allow
the system to distribute work over the processing
nodes of the farm.
In both Stage 1 and 2, when processing request
comes in, a map-reduce like procedure is
initiated:
1.

the whole work is distributed
between nodes by the system

2.

each node does its processing
work

3.

the partial node results are
assembled in a single resulting
data set.

4.

The steps 1-3 can repeat
multiple times within a single
processing request depending
on a specific processing
algorithm of Stage 1 SQL
processing.

FPGA acceleration design
The FPGA approach will make enable
processor speeds to be exponentially
greater on complex models that
demand a high level of computing
power, which in turn optimizes the
accuracy of the calculation results.
Xilinx estimates the FPGA processor
speed for various HPC applications
can be increased by up to 240X
(table below), 29 making an enormous
difference on the SMI user
experience and benefits for
developers, researchers and analysts
who want to take advantage of the
tools and computing platform to
develops apps that involve complex
models.

The proposed design that utilizes the project HPC software libraries that will be created to support the FPGA architecture is
demonstrated in the image below

29

http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf, page 7
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Key innovations
•

Parallel software programming over the cloud for HPC analytical processing: design and development of a high
concurrency, high scalable data processing architecture that increases the normal processing speed of a CPU by up to
240X 30 by utilizing a patented FPGA architecture invented by an SMI project member 31. The design will enable massive
parallelism by dramatically increasing the memory bandwidth of multi core processor cluster arrays that are in constant
need of more compute power with applications involving statistical modeling 32. Coupled with the HPC software
architecture developed, the design will deliver with high efficiency on the very different types of possible analytical models
deployed, thereby eliminating the need to re-configure software code for each type of model.

•

Highly sophisticated ‘virtual join’ algorithm that merge multiple data sets (e.g sales data from CRM, Twitter data feeds,
consumer survey…) and further execute calculations across all the data sources

•

High speed data processing engine that executes complex analytical queries and renders results back to user in seconds
on millions of records (see Appendix 1, SMI test results)

•

Continuous, real time analytics enabled by low latency Stream Query Processing techniques; with on-the-fly databasestyle query processing of data as they arrive in the system (in contrast to the store-first, query-later approach followed by
traditional database systems), analytics from live data streams will be generated in seconds, thereby delivering real time
analytics in areas such as financial trading, ecommerce and advertising targeted to consumer interests

Data Management
Creating Analytical Mash-Ups
The SMI data engine will solves some of the most important issues for delivering
accurate intelligence, namely consolidating disparate data sources easily,
efficiently and accurately.
The SMI data engine fulfills a critical requirement for an easy way to set up
and aggregate all the different types of data sources a user needs to
analyze and get a fast read-out on.
This ability to swiftly combine or ‘mash-up’ all kinds of data sources where
there are elements of commonality, provides users with a powerful way to
find undiscovered links that can generate brand new insights and lead to
innovation.
Most importantly, it enables businesses and organisations to quickly
understand their rapidly changing environment and make the right
decisions at the right time.
30

http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf, page 7, table 4,
Dr. Brian von Herzen work and patents with FPGA technologies is in the design and development of commercial products utilizing FPGA’s having high performance
requirements, including high-performance memory controllers, state machines, and memory-based recording logic analyzers – view CV of Brian von Herzen
32
http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp375_HPC_Using_FPGAs.pdf, page 2
31
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Setting up Data Sources
The SMI data management engine consolidates a variety of data source types in order to give users the correct analytical picture
that is otherwise difficult to manage when data sources are scattered over different systems and user files, and additionally, when
the source data is poorly structured and contain errors.
SMI currently supported data source types include:
•

CSV and Excel files via direct uploads

•

Google docs via Google API connection to user’s list of spreadsheets

•

Yahoo financial news feeds via web services

•

Databases via SQL queries

•

MS Sharepoint via web service access to user’s document libraries

•

CloudSeed business applications via direct connection to application objects and record lists

•

SMI image libraries

Additional new planned data source types will include:
•

Twitter and Facebook Feeds

•

Thompson-Reuters news feed

•

OpenData government web sites e.g. http://www.data.gov/opendatasites

•

3rd party data aggregators such as Factual www.factual.com

•

Cloud applications e.g. Salesforce.com

Data sources of different types can be connected to a single
dashboard, for example a database of client information plus a
list of client stock portfolios and additionally a Yahoo news
service for real-time price updates on stocks. After data sets are
imported, they appear as tables with columns that have been
extracted, where each column has been assigned a logical data
type, either integer, number, string, list, date or image
Aggregating data
After data sets are imported, they appear as tables with
columns that have been extracted, where each column
has been assigned a logical data type, either integer,
number, string, list, date or image.
Data type settings on extracted columns can be changed by the
user, and additional new column types created, for example:
•

tree type column: 3 existing columns can be specified
for representing data in a tree list or hierarchy

•

calculated type column: a column utilizing a formulaic
expression created on a simple point and click UI that
specifies columns and operators used for calculations

•

mapped type: a field that re-uses an existing column
with a different data type specified

Data sources are aggregated by specifying ‘virtual joins’ on different columns across the tables and before saving a dashboard, a
robust system validation occurs on both the data sets and the applied settings in order to ensure that data on the dashboard will
display and calculate correctly, for example:
•

columns with assigned data types are verified against the data in the imported data sets to make sure the type setting is
correct (e.g. a column like ‘Brand’ with text values was incorrectly specified as a number type instead of a list or string)

•

values on data sets are checked for correct and consistent formatting (e.g. date type column ‘date of sale’ has rows
number 100 to 315 with text values instead of a date format)

•

joins on columns across the tables are verified for being setup using columns of same data types
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•

expressions are checked for correct use of formatting rules, operators and valid column types

•

When errors are flagged, users are able to look at the data logs that show which data rows on which data set contains the
errors or which columns on the data set up UI has incorrectly applied settings

After saving a dashboard on the last step of the wizard, data sources are loaded onto the dashboard utilizing a sophisticated
‘virtual’ joining algorithm that speeds up the loading process.
In normal cases, the new aggregated data set built from the joined data sets naturally contains a large number of additional new
rows that are created as a result of the joining process. In such cases, the resulting aggregated set is multiple times larger than the
sum total of the files that were imported, causing a significant amount of time to build and load into a dashboard.
Key innovations:
•

virtual joining process that avoids the need for a full joined data set being produced and instead uses a highly
sophisticated ‘virtual join’ algorithm that executes all dashboard calculations used in the source data files via join rules. For
the HTML version, source data files will be additionally put into separate database tables and joined for dashboard
calculations using SQL join commands.

•

support for data mash-ups via direct API’s, SQl queries, web services and manual file uploads

•

creating a single data repository from a wide variety of data sources including files, Google docs, news feeds, social
networks, databases and a range of business applications – all of which need to be combined on a single set of analytics

•

data normalization of poorly or incorrectly structured data and cleansing of uploaded data sources, auto detection of data
types, data settings validation, error verification and logs ready to use

•

analytical templates that execute complex calculations: templates are databases presented in a library (e.g. a template
for Retail Sales Analysis will segment retail customers into groups and analyze churn rates across the groups) that
immediately create analytics out of the user’s imported source data. Templates include meta data, complex calculative
algorithms and a pre-assembled dashboard and when a user imports his raw data (e.g. retail transactions – ‘basket
sales’), he receives a summary of sales by groups that were created as a result of clustering sales transactions by the
algorithms.

With the ability to join multiple types of data sources, normalize and cleanse source data, validate data settings and load
dashboards at high speeds, SMI effectively delivers on the fundamental principles for delivering business intelligence.

Visualisation
When data processing returns results back to the user on his web page, the results are rendered on graphical images (e.g. bar
chart, pie, geo map, matrix table, scatter, bubble, user’s own image) that are interactive via filters and mouse actions. In simplistic
terms, interactivity is similar to a query on a Google map, for example key words filter, click to drill down and drag mouse to pan the
map.
However, there are key differences in:
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•

the greater amount of possible actions (e.g. double click to drill down to other dimensions, filter dashboard by dragging an
area on an image etc.)

•

the complexity of interactions (e.g. dashboards can have a large number of charts, tables and filter controls that all interact
together when an action is performed)

•

the way results are visually interpreted by a user (i.e. a map location represents a single geo spatial dimension whereas
statistical data points may represent N-dimensions, as in the case of multivariate analysis )

In the case of multi-dimensional data, scientists studying image theory and perception have observed that the typical human’s
capacity for neural processing is limited to 2 dimensions as displayed on an image (e.g. data points displayed on a chart’s X and Y
axis). When introducing a 3rd dimension such as the shape of the data point (e.g. square, circle, diamond etc), the ability to
process information begins to become difficult and time consuming, requiring high levels of concentration.
In order to make the neural processing of information faster and more accurate when analyzing multi-dimensional data, SMI will
utilize its own patented technology for optimizing the neural processing and recognition of data from computer generated
graphics 33.
The technology’s patented algorithms for measuring time of neural processing will be used to develop a new generation of visual
controls that are specially designed for conducting multi-dimensional analysis. With 1 multi-dimensional visual control (the ‘Reorderable matrix’) already developed and tested, SMI’s innovative visualization technologies will make its easy for user’s to get fast
insight out of high density, complex data sets.
Visual Controls
The application’s visual controls enables users to rapidly analyze data the way they want and challenges the established methods
of BI solutions that are typically rigid in the level of information detail and the ways users can navigate.
Together with highly interactive capabilities, users can quickly and easily see patterns, trends, and unforeseen relationships and
dependencies in their data – and as a result, users are able to draw insight, inferences, and conclusions that improve performance
and provide a competitive advantage.
Visual controls include filters (value lists, trees, numeric slides, chart elements), charts, record counters and tables, all of which
interact simultaneously together when creating a query on a dashboard. All of the chart controls can be specified for multiple
measures, multi level drill downs, conditional formatting as well as customizable visual design and tooltip settings. Elements on a
chart (e.g. a map image) also act as dashboard filters when either selecting a single element or multiple elements by dragging an
area on a chart.
Example dashboard with
multiple chart types tables,
indicators and filter
controls, all of which
interact together when
creating actions on a
dashboard

33 Paul Couture, U.S. Patent No. 6,540,355; Issued: April 1, 2003
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Here are some of the chart controls that can be combined together on a dashboard:
Geo-Maps with switchable views (street, aerial) that represent data on pins, circles, heat map. pies or user’s own set of images for
viewing data displayed as tooltips on each data point.
Example aerial view
with user images
overlay: number of
KIA’s in Afghan War
where. each image
represents a different
type of incident
(explosive hazard,
friendly fire, air
mission, counter
insurgency…) in the
Afghan War

Example pie overlay:
aircraft on-time
performance by cause
of delay (late aircraft,
security, carrier delay,
weather, NAS) where
each segment of pie
represents a type of
delay

Example heat map
overlay: aircraft on-time
performance by cause
of delay where
concentration of delays
are displayed on a heat
map
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Example aerial
view with heat
map overlay:
Syrian war
concentration of
deaths in the city
of Homs

Example of dashboard with
multiple map charts: left
map represents CO2
emissions for extraction by
country; right map show
consuming countries of
emissions as a result of
trade with extraction
countries

Bar, pie, line, scatter, candle charts with switchable measures, trend lines and series from selected columns (e.g. bars represent
multiple columns such as brands, flavours, items etc)
Example scatter
chart for credit card
spend by city and
post code groups

Bubble and tile (tree) charts where elements (e.g. tiles) are scaled by the measures on different levels (e.g. over/under quota for
sales personnel on level 1, sales by customers on level 2). Tile charts can optionally have images embedded in tiles.
Example tile
chart with
images and
back conditional
formatting
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Matrix chart that is re-orderable for analyzing complex multi-dimensional analysis on high density data by visualising data patterns
on a shape or heat map
Example matrix for
patient genetic,
pathology and
survival analysis
result patterns *
Oxford University,
England

Image maps from user’s uploaded images that have drawn areas (zones) linked to records in the data source (e.g. an anatomical
image with drawn areas linking diseases records to genetic data)

Deep Zoom chart for analyzing a
large image collection via an
automated XML image conversion
service that renders thousands of
high-resolution images at once.
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Pivot table with expression based KPI indicators in cells (circles, arrows, bars) and all standard pivot type table functionality (e.g.
hierarchical groupings on rows and columns, sorting etc.)
Example 1:
pivot table with
conditional
backbround
color formatting

Example 2 pivot
tables with
expression based
KPIs + 4 linear
guages

Key innovations:
•

Dashboards with customizable layout and design features for image background, button styles, legends, chart titles and
more

•

Fast interactive chart controls with intuitive selection of chart areas to select and explore data

•

Chart and table mash ups in any combination on a dashboard

•

Changeable measures and drill downs to other dimensions

•

Matrix chart control for revealing complex data patterns by simply dragging columns and rows to re-order the data
according to easy to interpret visual markers

the same data. The final answer on a new case is determined by giving a vote to each of the multiple decision trees, and picking
the answer with the most votes’ 34.

Service Utility Platform
CloudSeed© is a comprehensive platform to build, deploy, manage and support cloud based applications and services. It includes
a ready development environment that runs on the cloud for building and deploying web applications and a utility service
application for marketing, provisioning and managing customers who subscribe.
The application development platform provides end-to-end development, testing, deployment and hosting of web applications as-aservice by providing all the necessary tools to company administrators, developers and consultants to create and deliver any kind
of business application, entirely provisioned as an integrated solution over the web. The utility services is a comprehensive set of
integrated components that includes a sales-marketplace portal, application services, customer account management, automated
provisioning, online support, billing and integration.

34

Se June Hong, Sholom M. Weiss, Modeling Theory, section 3.2 page 59
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Therefore, the Cyscom BI application is built on a highly extensible framework that can quickly and easily adapt to a number of new
requirements and scenarios that involve changing the data model, UI design, workflow, approvals, tariffs, billing and more (view a
video on CoudSeed and download technical specifications).

References
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